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An Introduction to
Structural Mechanics for
Architects
Series: Structural Integrity
Presents a completely new and intuitive approach to structural mechanics in
architecture
Includes Problems and Solutions
Especially well suited for architects, who often see structural mechanics as an
awful collection of nonsense formulas with no practical interest
Analyzes each structural typology with the help of color illustrations of
master buildings
1st ed. 2018, XIII, 235 p. 225 illus., 130
illus. in color.

Printed book
Hardcover

Provides intuitive descriptions with the help of state-of-the-art theories
This textbook offers an introductory course to structural mechanics for architects, including
problems and solutions. It follows a completely different approach to structural mechanics
than the usual books for engineering schools, making it much more attractive for architecture
students and practitioners. It also offers a different point of view for engineering students, as it
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provides them with a more intuitive understanding of structural mechanics and the models

Softcover

book starts with cable structures and stone arches, followed by trusses and, finally, frame
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structures made of beams. For every typology, the latest, state-of-the-art theory in the field is

therein. Instead of studying the classical theory of linear elasticity and then particularizing it to
simple structures, this book analyzes structures in a historic and also typological order. The

introduced in a very didactic way.
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